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Statutory information
OnePlate Limited

About this Annual Report

ABN 18 612 478 501

This Annual Report covers our activities and
performance for the period 1 July 2018 to 30 June

Incorporation and charitable
status
OnePlate is a Public company limited by guarantee
under the Corporations Act 1960. Members are our
current directors.
OnePlate is a registered charity with the Australian
Charities and Not for Profits Commission (ACNC)
from 1 July 2016 and endorsed as a Deductible Gift
Recipient (DGR).

Contact us
info@oneplate.co

2019, our financial year. It also covers our ongoing
objectives.
By producing this annual report, we seek to satisfy
our accountability and obligations to all of our
stakeholders, including our donors, supporters,
venues and partners. We aim to hold ourselves
accountable and transparent so that we are worthy
of the trust of our stakeholders.
This annual report also responds to and meets our
obligations relating to the ACNC code of conduct.
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Report from our Chair
I’m very proud of my co-founders and of all those

In FY19 we also concentrated on OnePlate’s income

who have supported us in FY19. The challenges of

sources. OnePlate’s focus is to harness the joy that

child hunger and suffering continue to be visible and

Australians experience through our incredible food

this is what motivates our team and our supporters

culture. In doing this, we hope to give our venues,

to make a positive change and contribution to

foodies, donors and stakeholders an opportunity

humanity. This was particularly the case where

to be part of a united food movement. OnePlate has

co-founders travelled to our project locations.

always been and always will be about hope, not guilt.

Thérèse Nichols

OnePlate is about celebrating the joy of food here in
In FY19 we spent a significant amount of time

Australia and the beauty of growing food within our

times. We confirmed that OnePlate is a charity

reviewing existing projects and seeking out

projects overseas. To support this, OnePlate

partnering with foodies, restaurants, cafes and

additional sustainable food projects that we could

introduced ‘Village 100’, and ‘Foodies for Impact’

pubs to fund sustainable food security projects

successfully invest in. In addition to this we spent

and in doing so, made a commitment to our public

in developing countries. Our vision is to nourish

time refining our reporting and feedback loops.

donors that 100% of their donations would go to our

and enrich the lives of children who have been

As a result, we invested in six additional sustainable

overseas sustainable food projects. To achieve this

abandoned, living on the streets, trafficked and child

food projects in FY19. These projects include farms,

incredible goal, we set about ensuring that

laborers. We do this by empowering the locals to

orchards, gardens, food training and education

administrative costs would be covered

grow sustainable food projects for long-term impact

enterprises. They exist to ultimately support children

transparently by private angel donors.

to create self-sufficient communities to help children
in the greatest of need. By leveraging the power of

and their communities to have food security, that

joy through food, here in Australia, we can provide

leads to nourishment and economic viability, which

FY19 was a significant year for strategy development

in turn uplifts all other material and educational

and design thinking for us to refine our vision and

prospects. Not least of all is the investment in hope

advance our mission. Through this process we

for these children, many of whom have been starved

defined our OnePlate vision; “To nourish and enrich

I thank my co-founders, ambassadors, donors

of belief in a better future. From one small seed that

the lives of children in developing countries.”

and all of the amazing volunteers and organisations

is planted, a dream and vision can grow in that child’s

Through a number of strategic think-tanks and

who have given so much of their time and talent to

heart for a future filled with hope. It is our hope, at

processes we clarified that our OnePlate mission

making OnePlate successful and I look forward to

OnePlate, that these children we serve, will

has the appropriate framework and we are confident

another inspiring year of hope, joy and vision coming

recognise and know that they are loved.

that we have chosen an innovative approach for our

to life for the good of humanity.

hope, love and support.
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“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment
before starting to improve the world.”
Anne Frank
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Our achievements

September 2018

November 2018

OnePlate
obtained DGR
status

Kenya and
Cambodia fruit
orchards are
approved

Party like a Parisian
(fundraising event)
held

October 2018

Co-founder
visits the
Philippines to
see projects

January 2019
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Our achievements

Kenyan bakery,
poultry and
Rwandan
gardens are
approved

February 2019

March 2019
Co-founders
visit Cambodia
and Thailand

May 2019
Foodies for
impact is
launched

March 2019

Cambodia
hydrophonic
and aquaponic
garden is
approved
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Our organisation

Our mission
Our vision
To nourish and enrich
the lives of children in
developing countries

OnePlate partners with foodies,
cafes and restaurants across
Australia to fund sustainable food
projects in developing countries. By
leveraging the power of joy through
food, we can provide hope, love and
support for children in the greatest
of need through food security.
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“Dreams are the seeds of change. Nothing ever grows
without a seed, and nothing ever changes without a dream.”
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Our strategy and goals
OnePlate is an Australian charity partnering with

Australia, we can provide hope, love and support.

foodies, cafes and restaurants to fund sustainable

OnePlate maximises its impact by ensuring 100% of

food security projects in developing countries. Our

public donations raised goes towards our sustainable

vision is to nourish and enrich the lives of children

food projects. We believe that providing organic and

who have been living on the street, abandoned,

nutritional food sources for children and introducing

trafficked and child labourers. We do this by

them to the knowledge and skillsets needed to be

empowering the locals to develop sustainable food

self-sufficient in growing and securing their own food

projects for long-term impact to create self-sufficient

can be a powerful means of transformation and

communities to help children in the greatest of need.

renewed hope. To achieve our mission we have

By leveraging the power of joy through food, here in

set ourselves the following four goals.

Expand our innovative
funding model

Support sustainable
agricultural projects

Engage and empower
communities

Adopt a holistic,
best practice food
security approach

Planning and preparation
In December 2018, the team met in Sydney for our
annual planning meeting followed by our Annual
General Meeting. The ability to meet, work and
collaborate is made possible by ‘The Commons’ – a
common working space whose mission is to provide
an environment that allows businesses to connect
and grow through continuous research and mindful
consideration of every aspect within their spaces.
The team enjoyed a meal together to unwind near
Martin Place in the heart of Sydney and the next day
had brunch together while strategizing our new
campaign; ‘Foodies for Impact.’
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Village 100
In 2019 we launched another creative campaign
‘Village 100’. This initiative was inspired and led
by OnePlate Ambassador Maryanne Mooney.
OnePlate is made up of a team of passionate
volunteers, independent creatives and like-minded
businesses looking to use their powers for good. In
our case, ‘volunteers’ means just that, with 100% of
the public donations we receive going directly to
support our projects in the developing world. Of
course, this doesn’t mean we don’t incur costs.
Administration and operational costs are
unavoidable. Instead of using everyday donations
to cover these costs, though, we set out to find a
special group of ‘angel donors’ to transparently
shoulder the burden.
Village 100 seeks to find 100 donors each year to
contribute $150 to our village to support our typical
administrative costs such as insurance, licensing,
legal and advertising. The contribution from these
angel donors allows all other public donations to be
put towards our overseas projects. Collectively, all of
our donors can feel confident that they know exactly
what their donation is being used for.
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“To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.”
Audrey Hepburn
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Impact

11
Overseas aid projects
approved and either completed
or being implemented. These
projects focus on food security,
empowering communities
and enabling children to
be nourished and
enriched.

585
Children and families
benefit from investment in
farms and further produce
development.

136

375

Families benefit from
education and training
programs.

Children benefit from
gardens attached to
children’s centres.
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Project locations

Manila
Cambodia
Tacloban

Rwanda

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo (DRC)

2 education projects
– teaching agriculture
communities improved
farming techniques
to foster greater food
security

2 projects are vegetable
gardens in urban and
slum areas

3 projects are
investments into farms in
order for communities to
self-sustain themselves

Kenya

3 gardens that include
orchards and an aquaponic
garden are attached to
children’s centres

1 project is a bakery
that generates food and
income for the adjoining
children’s centre
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Sustainability
Alleviating world hunger has been the mission of

Sustainable food projects not only generate food,

many charitable organisations for decades. It’s

they also create jobs and industry, such as

certainly not a new issue. It does, however, require

restaurants, cooking classes and other

new thinking. While many relief organisations provide

entrepreneurial endeavours. They also teach

fantastic short-term relief in the form of food, water,

younger generations life-long skills in patience,

supplies etc., it’s simply not sustainable. To really

leadership and responsibility, giving them

have a chance at breaking the poverty cycle, we

confidence, a sense of achievement and an outlook

need to think more long-term. The phrase “give and

on life that extends beyond the current day, week or

man a fish and feed him for a day; teach a man to fish

even month. More than anything, though, it gives

and feed him for a lifetime” can be traced right back

communities (and children in particular) a future of

to the 1800s, but it couldn’t be a more fitting way to

hope. It is in these gardens that they encounter

sum up our 21st-century philosophy at OnePlate.

nature and they begin to dream, and it’s in this dream
that hope and restoration begin to grow in their

Our goal is to provide and implement innovative food

hearts, setting them on the path to healing and

solutions for those in need. We’re about building

long-term prosperity.

long-term, sustainable food projects that will nourish
impoverished communities for decades not days,
and bring hope and fulfilment to those more
conditioned to hopelessness and despair. Harvesting
food isn’t a new concept either. However, our
relationships with leading agricultural scientists
and innovators in sustainability allow us to provide
the latest in technology, resources and knowledge to
our partners on the ground overseas, to ensure these
projects continue to bear fruit.

Video
Click to watch

New projects from 2018/19
Children’s orchard

Bakery

Cambodia

Kenya

The Cambodia Children’s Village is located in rural Cambodia. The Village

The Bakery Project was originally set up to be a self-sustaining fundraising

was established to provide education, meals and a safe environment for

model for a children’s eco-village centre in Kenya that cares for 100

at-risk children who have been abused, neglected or abandoned. This

abandoned children. This pilot program has already succeeded in its three

project‘s focus is on the expansion of the village’s orchard in order to enable

main objectives – to provide bread for the children in the home, to teach

the delivery of regular fresh fruit to the children, introduce new fruit species

them how to bake, and how to sell the bread locally.

and varieties, and help the village generate income. This income will
ultimately be reinvested back into further development of the orchard,

OnePlate has supported the bakery to take it to the next level – a full scale

offering the villagers job opportunities drying, preserving and juicing excess

bakery production. The bakery will serve as a business in north-west Kenya

fruit. Another major benefit will be the education of the children on the

that produces and sells high-end baked goods to retail and wholesale

necessity of good nutrition. OnePlate has raised funds to expand the orchard

customers. The business will offer additional training classes to the local

to include mangoes, papaya, jackfruit, and avocados.

community. OnePlate’s investment is improving facilities to scale up
production from 400 loaves per day to over 1,000. This social enterprise

As well as this, we want to provide training at the children’s village on the

not only provides bread for the 100 children but is a good income stream

best ways to grow fruit in different seasons. This will give the children stable

to support their education.

access to food and an income can be generated from any excess fruit.
The children are learning to grow their own food and how to process it into
products such as dried fruit, juices and preserves to create employment
and income to provide hope for the future
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New projects from 2018/19

Aquaponic garden

Fruit orchard

Cambodia

Kenya

OnePlate has partnered with a children’s centre in Cambodia that provides a

We especially thank our amazing partner Project 281 who sponsored this

home, education and therapeutic counselling to approximately 100 seriously

Kenya fruit orchard!

disadvantaged and abandoned children. A space in the centre’s property was
designed to be converted into a hydroponic and aquaponic children’s

OnePlate has partnered with a children’s centre that cares for more than

garden. The garden includes an aquaponics area with fish, together with

100 abandoned children. The 5-hectare property includes a nursery, primary

plants and chickens adjoining the garden. The garden is a circuit of life that

school and two boarding houses, greenhouses and a training centre.

starts with organic waste to feed fly larvae and chickens followed by a water
life circuit from larvae to fish that flows to the plants and back again to

OnePlate has established a fruit orchard on a plot of unused land on the

the fish.

farm. Working with the local community and volunteers, the orchard has had
bananas and nut-trees planted. The village farmers are also keen to try citrus

The garden is entirely chemical free and all of the children in the centre learn

and apples, to provide a stable source of fruit all year round.

how to work in the garden. The children eagerly watch over the fish, plants
and chickens, eagre to see them thrive and grow. The produce has now

OnePlate is excited to partner with this thriving little corner in Kenya

started to flow to the centre and reduces the cost of daily living.

to ensure it continues to grow for many seasons to come.
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New projects from 2018/19

Poultry farm

Healing Farms

Kenya

Rwanda

OnePlate has partnered with a children’s school in Kenya dedicated to

Together with a local foundation partner, OnePlate has sponsored a Healing

improving the lives of Kenyan children. The poultry farm resides on the

Farm project that is centred around creating organic gardens and small

premises and was an established small business, but lack of investment

farms with Rwandan women, most of whom are survivors of the

funds had restricted its scale.

Rwandan genocide.

OnePlate has purchased additional farming equipment, larger buildings

The project is designed to provide food to nourish the women and their

onsite the farm and bigger storage facilities, which will enable the home

families as well as provide them with a source of income. As part of this

to triple the production of chickens and, in turn, the meat and eggs available

project, the women are trained in horticulture, how to cook healthy meals

to sell to local businesses.

and how to prevent malnutrition.

The additional manure produced will also be used for fish farming and

The women learn about health, disease prevention and mental health

to improve the soil quality for future crop production. This expansion was

awareness as well as business insights to help sell their goods at local

essential to ensure a more stable, viable income for the children’s school

markets. With the assistance of a Field Officer/Agronomist, the women are

and improved food availability for 400 school children.

provided with seeds, watering cans, organic compost and other gardening
tools. They are also provided with a water tank so that the women have a
guaranteed water source (that can be replenished) in instances of drought.
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“Hope is being able to see light despite all of the darkness.”
Desmond Tutu

A story from our Kenya fruit orchard
Samual was six when his mother was attacked and

In 2018, Samual was adopted by OnePlate’s partner.

murdered. She was one of thousands of civilians that

There he has obtained an education and was

were killed in the 2007/2008 post election violence.

provided therapeutic counselling which helped him

After this, Samual’s father gave him and his brother

to start communicating. He has excelled in school,

50 shillings and abandoned them. From the age of 6,

advancing quickly through the junior grades. He says

Samual and his brother had to fend for themselves

‘I feel loved because I am taken good care of now’.

on the streets.

Samual’s favourite thing is to read books.

Samual was eventually taken by locals to a basic

Samual is one of hundred’s of children who are

rescue centre where street and abandoned children

beneficiaries of the fruit orchard funded by OnePlate

can sleep. However his brother was intervened by

that is now situated within the foundation.

a farm owner who took his brother away to work for
him for free. Samual’s brother promised to come

*Samual’s name has been changed to protect

and visit him, but he never saw him again and his

his identity

Kenya fruit orchard – before

whereabouts are unknown. This is a common story
in Kenya, with 1 in 4 children subject to child labour.
At the children’s centre, children awaited adoption
or reunification with parents. Samual’s basic needs
were met, but Samual was never educated and he
couldn’t communicate. Such was his trauma that the
carers in the centre believed he had a disability that
prevented him from speaking. Samual spent 3 years
at the rescue centre waiting to be adopted.
Kenya fruit orchard – after
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“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
Oliver Goldsmith

Project visit to the Philippines
In January 2019, our Co-founder Regina, with two of
her children, visited the Philippines to see OnePlate’s
existing projects and to discuss the challenges,
successes and impact with local partners.
Regina’s children were able to play with the Filipino
children; language barriers and cultural differences
were not a barrier for children who can find common
games and similar interests. As a family they
participated in helping to feed street children and
cleaning the area where up to 500 street children
regularly meet.
Travel to overseas locations is made possible by
personal and private contributions so that 100% of all
public donations to OnePlate go directly to funding
our overseas sustainable food projects.
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Project visit to Thailand and Cambodia
In May 2019, OnePlate co-founders Thérèse and

In this tiny place in the world, there is deep

Katarina travelled across Cambodia and Thailand

brokenness and great sadness. But within this we

with Agricultural Scientist Dr Donald Van Cooten

see light. We see hope. We see great love. Beauty

reviewing our existing projects and looking at

can be found in the most unthinkable suffering.

potential new project opportunities.
Back here in Australia we hear the stories and see
We visited a location that is only an eight-hour flight

the images of deep suffering. At times the poverty

from Australia. A location where thousands of children

and need of the world is overwhelming and we think

go through the unimaginable. Victims of poverty and

what can we possibly do? Will it really make a

slavery, these children don’t know anything else.

difference? What is the point? But we have learnt

Although these children do not live in Australia they

that it is about helping the one and then one more.

are still in our own backyard because we live in one
world. One universe. One humanity. At OnePlate we

Travel to overseas locations is made possible by

believe that we have the responsibility to love beyond

personal and private contributions so that 100% of all

borders and boundaries because an ocean should

public donations to OnePlate go directly to funding

never separate compassion and service.

our overseas sustainable food projects.
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Foodies with heart. Restaurants with purpose.
Cafes making impact.

Foodies for impact
Australia is known as a nation of foodies. It’s in our

It is a collaborative approach where the hospitality

blood. It’s a culture that brings communities together

industry can be part of the OnePlate movement –

and happiness to our lives. Now it’s time to pay it

Foodies for Impact. Simply by placing the OnePlate

forward, with Foodies For Impact.

logo and message on their menu they will be helping
us to fund sustainable food projects that will have

Our latest initiative, Foodies for Impact aims to bring

great long-term impact for generations to come.

together our love of food with another of Australia’s
most well-recognised traits – generosity. We want to

Our Foodies for Impact campaign gives cafes and

build a grassroots movement that enables real

restaurants a platform to make a difference and it

change. OnePlate’s Foodies for Impact campaign

gives foodies a means to help those in need, whilst

invites restaurants, cafes, pubs and bars across

enjoying everything Australian cafe culture has

Australia to co-create this movement with us and

to offer.

we want foodies to chat with their favourite cafe,
pub, restaurant or food truck and encourage them

This is a wonderful way for cafes and restaurants to

to do the same. It’s a collaborative approach that

make a difference and showing the world that they

aims to inspire and create a new culture of

are a socially conscious business. Not only do they

generosity within the foodie community. We are

help us drive awareness of the campaign, they are

asking every cafe, restaurant, pub and bar across

positioning their venue as one that cares about

Australia to partner with us simply by putting the

food security and breaking the hunger cycle.

OnePlate logo and message on their menu!! By
doing this it helps us to communicate our message
and encourage foodies to support OnePlate.

Foodies with Heart. Restaurants with Purpose.
Cafes making Impact.
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Our food ambassadors
The work of OnePlate would not be possible without the help and support of our incredible ambassadors.

Pierrick Boyer
As far as tireless ambassadors are concerned, we

And so, he has been an ongoing ambassador to the

can’t get much better than 2017 Pastry Chef of the

OnePlate tribe. In our opening launch in 2016, Pierrick

Year, Pierrick Boyer.

he modified his award winning dessert to create a
special ‘One Plate’ dessert creation, an instant hit.

An award-winning and internationally acclaimed chef

In 2018, his so-Frenchy style was the inspiration for

(perhaps best loved for his mouth watering peanut

our event, Party Like A Parisienne.

chocolate-raspberry gateau’, named ‘Best Gateau’ in
the 2011 Foodies Guide to Melbourne), Pierrick has

So, One Platers, if you are ever in the mood for

worked in Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia,

delicious French pastries (always!), we suggest you

Indonesia and Japan. He has worked alongside

make your way to the kitchens of Pierrick Boyer.

acclaimed chefs such as; Alain Ducasse, Christophe

Bon voyage!

Michalak, Pierre Marcolini and Stephane Leroux
(MOF).
So, when One Plate founder, Thérèse Nichols, first
met Pierrick, she knew she was onto a good thing.
An amazing chef and creator, his talent is only
rivalled by his generosity and good heart.
When she explained the OnePlate mission, and the
circumstances of the children living on the streets,
Pierrick only had one question—“How can I help?”
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Our food ambassadors
The work of OnePlate would not be possible without the help and support of our incredible ambassadors.

Pia Gava
Pia Gava became known to the dedicated Australian
foodie community with her appearance on the 2017
series of Master Chef. But since then, she has grown
a dedicated group of Gava-lovers in the One Plate
team! A lifelong chef and food lover, food was a daily
part of Pia’s live growing up in an Italian family. It’s
that Italian style that we all know when we taste it.
Quality ingredients and expert cooking with the love
and care and warmth of a family meal. Add a glass,
or three, of wine and hey presto!
Pia has been a tireless supporter of One Plate since
the beginning. The words, “above and beyond the
call of duty” don’t even come close. It was thanks to
the support of Pia that One Plate was able to pull off
its first fundraising event in 2016, where nine
MasterChef contestants (all friends of Pia) came
together in a nursery in Richmond to create a
MasterFundraiser.
We can’t thank our ambassador, Pia, enough. With
more people like her, OnePlate will really be able
to make a difference that shakes the world!
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Our Hero stories
We are so grateful for our partnership with Project 281.

Thank you to Dish & Spoon Café in Camberwell,
Melbourne for being a hero partner.

Connell McGrath, owner and founder of the amazing
& innovative cafe, Project 281, has partnered with

Dish & Spoon is a small family business, run by a

OnePlate to create a one of a kind initiative that will

husband and wife team. We spoke to co-owner

support disadvantaged children in Kenya and provide

Elianne Sgro, who is passionate about impact

much-needed food security in the region. It’s an

and inspired by the work of OnePlate.

extraordinarily generous undertaking and one that
will be fully funded through the addition of a OnePlate

“We joined OnePlate to help make a difference

item on their menu – their delicious Japanese Teriyaki.

for people in need and to bring awareness to this
amazing cause,” she said. Elianne loves the OnePlate

In a region where food insecurity and malnutrition

concept of planting food, and its mission to helping

lead to an alarming percentage of children being

the community develop with their own resources.

stunted (35% of children under 5), underweight (16%)
and, in the worst cases, abandoned by their poverty-

“Dish & Spoon has a strong focus on using local

stricken parents, it’s an extremely important project

seasonal produce,” she said. “We love to support local,

and one that ties in perfectly with the values of

small businesses and be involved in the community.”

both OnePlate and Project 281.
Sustainability and ethical practices have formed
part of the Project 281 mantra from the outset,
with recyclable and biodegradable products used
extensively in the award-winning, Splinter Society
designed cafe. Combined with solar generated
power and onsite produce gardens, it’s a place that
epitomises what modern hospitality should look like.
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Thank you to all of our venues
We would like to thank all of our venues who have supported us along our journey…
Fitzrovia

Shanklin Café

The Hyde Restaurant

Nanna Marce

Stuzzichino

Pg.2

Wellzones GF

Chefin

An Uong

Sardi Café

Kerr’s Organic

Moose Bar Café

Warren Glen

Les Crepes de Marion

Café Landsdowne

Royal Stacks

Agapi Restaurant

Caveau Restaurant

Home Grown on Piper

The Foodstore Café

Leaf and Vine Café

The Love Mussell

Shadowboxer Bar and Kitchen

The Sweet Events Cupcake

Sephardim

Nanna Kerr’s Kitchen

The Little Village Play Café

The King’s Own

Bomtempo Pizza

Delhi Streets
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“Food is our common ground, a universal experience.”
James Beard

Party like a Parisian
In October 2018, over ninety people gathered in the

But the real highlight of ‘Party Like a Parisian’ was

sumptuous Flowers Vasette on Brunswick Street to

that it was a gathering of people, all bringing their

celebrate OnePlate’s third event since launching.

talents to help make a difference in the lives of those
who need it most. The feeling was beautifully

Paris was in the air as guests sipped on Paris

summed up by OnePlate supporter, and television

cocktails, while French-inspired canapes made the

personality Shaynna Blaze of ‘The Block’; “It’s all

rounds. Highlights including goats cheese wrapped

about restaurants with heart, it is all about chefs with

in cranberry and Masterchef Contestant and

a purpose and it’s all about people providing food

OnePlate ambassador, Pia Gava’s, signature

for a reason.”

dish—earl grey Panna Cotta.
It is hard to pinpoint the exact highlight of the
night—perhaps it was the so-Frenchy-so-chic
portraits of all the guests sketched by talented
international fashion illustrator, Natalie Rompotis,
or perhaps it was the sets of pop-up musicians
taking the night from classic jazz with Olivia
Chamoun and Band, to soulful melodies with
Australian power couple Gary and Natasha Pinto,
finishing with an appropriate dose of French gypsy
charm with Floyd Thursby on guitar and vocals.
Perhaps it was also the jaw dropping background
of fresh flowers both exotic and exquisite.
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Party like a Parisian

Special mention must be given to; Megan Hess for
designing the inviations; Cherrie- Flowers Vasette,
for providing the most glorious floral backdrop in
Melbourne; Pia Gava for her tireless efforts in the
kitchen; Natalie Rompotis, for the hours of free
illustrations; Pierrick Boyer, for his ongoing support;
Olivia Chamoun, Floyd Thursby, Natasha and Gary
Pinto, for their voices; Richard and Maria Stockman
for keeping the wine flowing as well as the extremely
generous door prize; Kennedy Wines; Trellis Winery;
Mountain Goat; Event Management Studio; Computer
Talk’s Dave Brennan; Glamour Event Hire; Parti Staff;
and Emma Brennan, who went above and beyond
making sure the night went off without a hitch.
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The Underground
In May 2019, one of Perth's coolest new food and
lifestyle hubs, the Underground at Allendale Square,
agreed to support OnePlate with their One World

Participating outlets:
Mo Espresso – Smashed Williams Sandwich

initiative. The Underground brings life and culture
to Allendale Square in Perth. The area has been
designed to encourage busy workers to get out of
the office and experience food that will excite the
taste buds! Eleven of the Underground's best
eateries agreed to participate, creating a tasty
selection of limited edition treats. Mirvac donated
$1 for each plate sold, with all funds used to support

Authentic Bites Dumpling House – Pork & Prawn
Wonton in Spice Sauce
Zensaki – Chicken Katsu Curry
Lalla Rookh – Veal Cotoletta & Italian Coleslaw

OnePlate projects abroad.
Arirang – Korean Ramen
Thanks to Mo Espresso, Authentic Underground
at Allendale Square77 St Georges Terrace, Perth

Chicken Rice Corner – Chicken Nasi Lemak
Lunches Down Under – Mai Beef Sala
Freshii – The Saiigon (Salad or Wrap)
Wel’s Coffee Kitchen – New Orleans Chicken Burger
Mary Street Bakery – Crab Omelette
77 Social – Cheeseburger
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“Life is a gift, and it offers us the privilege, opportunity, and
responsibility to give something back by becoming more.”
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Meet our volunteers

Thérèse Nichols

Joshua Lanzarini

Regina Wursthorn

Katarina Kelekovic

Co-Founder & Director

Co-Founder, Business
& Marketing Director

Co-Founder, Finance
& Operations Director

Partnerships and social media
manager

Maryanne Mooney

Tristan McLindon

Sam Boden

Samantha Michelson

Village 100 Ambassador

Videographer

Copywriter

Social Media Coordinator
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Meet our volunteers

Peter Ingamells

Thomas Bulmer

Royce Castillo

Nina Bosanac

Videographer

Sales & Marketing professional

Social media professional

Graphic Designer

Charmaine Walker

Natasha Marsh

David Leahy

Sales and Marketing professional

Copywriter

Digital Marketing advisor
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Treasurer’s report
OnePlate is pleased to present our financial

OnePlate was privileged to continue to have the

statements for the year ending June 2019.

expertise of a group of professional volunteers
as well as pro-bono services from altruistic

OnePlate has had another positive financial and

organisations. OnePlate is extremely grateful for all

operational year. In September, we were able

of the time, talent, skill and service provided to us.

to attain Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) Status

This has meant that OnePlate’s administration cost

and began receipting deductible donations.

has continued to be very limited and was paid for by
carried forward and current year ‘angel-donations’.

We continued to partner with World Relief Australia
and also formed new partnerships with foundations

Angel-donor contributions are given specifically

in Africa and Asia. Across these partnerships we

for our administration expenses so that we can

scoped, planned, approved and implemented

contribute 100% of our venue and public

six additional overseas projects. Our co-founders

donations towards our projects.

travelled to Cambodia and Philippines to inspect
existing projects and scoped additional
opportunities, one of which we subsequently funded.
Travel to overseas locations is made possible by
personal and private contributions specifically for
travel purposes, so that 100% of all public donations
to OnePlate go directly to funding our overseas
sustainable food projects.

Regina Wursthorn
Co-Founder, Finance & Operations Director
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Statement of Profit and Loss
and other comprehensive income – for the year ended 30 June 2019
Income

$AUD
3,989.76

Donations for projects

38,285

World Relief Australia OnePlate public donations*

Donations for charity expense

31,159

World Relief Australia OnePlate aid and development

TOTAL INCOME
Aid and Development Programs

69,445
36,789

programs

WORLD RELIEF AUSTRALIA ONEPLATE EXCESS
REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURE

(23,200.00)

(19,210.24)

*Net of 10% management fee
Accountability & Administration expenses
Advertising
Depreciation

1,130
66

General Expenses

1,732

Insurance

1,523

Travel - international and national

6,245

Marketing and PR expense

6,252

Legal expenses

3,575

Systems licencing and subscriptions

1,773
22,296

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

59,085

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURE

10,360

Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June 2018
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

$AUD
29,481

Prepayments

7,805

Equipment

1,780

TOTAL ASSETS

39,066

Equity
Current year earnings

10,360

Retained surplus

28,706

TOTAL EQUITY

39,066
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Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ending 30 June 2019
Cash from operating activities
Receipts from customers

$AUD
69,445

Payments from overseas projects

(36,789)

Payments to suppliers

(30,036)

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

2,620

Cash flows from investing activities
Net purchases of plan and equipment

NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net increase in cash held
Cash balance at beginning of financial year

CASH AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

(1,846)

(1,846)

774
28,706

29,481

Acknowledgements & thanks
We couldn’t have done it without you!
We’d like to say a big thank you to all the wonderful people and organisations who have generously given their time and energy to help OnePlate.
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